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”Taking a very broad understanding of  
the fifth estate this conference seeks to  
explore what is new and valued about  
the digital terrain. Are these digital spaces  
becoming the new mainstream and, if so,  
how do communicators of all types find  
a place there?”

Proposals for papers, abstracts, workshops and panels are  
warmly welcomed across the range of communication studies.
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Phillipa McGuinness has been a book publisher for more than twenty 
years. She is Executive Publisher at NewSouth Publishing/UNSW 
Press where she publishes books on Australian history, culture, art 
and politics, as well as biographies and memoir. Formerly a Senior 
Commissioning Editor at Cambridge University Press, she has served 
as the industry representative on the Humanities and Creative Arts 
panel of the Australian Research Council. She is the editor of  
Copyfight, published in 2015, a book which she conceived and  
commissioned and toured the country talking about.

FROM    HER    BOOK 
“We expect to be able to log on and read, watch or listen to anything,  
anywhere, anytime. Then copy it, share it, quote it, sample it, remix it.
... 
In this provocative book, writers, musicians, filmmakers, gamers, lawyers and 
academics talk about why copyright matters to them – or doesn’t. Snappy and 
smart, it asks sharp questions about our digital world.”Phillipa     McGuinness

Stephen J. A. Ward is an internationally recognised media ethicist 
whose writings and projects have influenced the development of the 
field in theory and practice. He is an educator, consultant, keynote 
speaker and award-winning author. Ward has extensive experience in 
media both academically and professionally. 

Academically, he helped to create a school of journalism, founded a 
center for journalism ethics, and directed a center for multi-media 
journalism and communication. He has been a tenured professor at 
three major universities in Canada and the United States, and has 15 
years of teaching at the graduate and undergraduate level.

His current research is on the future of media ethics in a global 
interactive world. Stephen is the author of several books including 
the award-winning The Invention of Journalism Ethics: The Path to 
Objectivity and Beyond. His new book, Radical Media Ethics, was 
published in May 2015.STEPHEN    J.   A.   WARD

Joanne     McCarthy Joanne McCarthy is a journalist at the Newcastle Herald who won  
the 2013 Gold Walkley for her part in the Herald’s Shine the Light  
campaign for a Royal Commission into the sexual abuse of children  
by Catholic clergy.

Joanne wrote more than 350 articles on the issue and famously 
received a letter from former Prime Minister Julia Gillard, who wrote 
that Joanne’s “persistence and courage” played a large part in the  
formation of the Royal Commission.


